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Guide
Step-by-Step Instructions on How to 

Complete Common Research Tasks.

 

Lexis®China is a flagship legal information database released by LexisNexis China. Since its launch in 2005, 

Lexis®China has earned widespread acclaim from legal professionals. For over a decade, Lexis®China has 

been continuously updating its content and functions. In addition to building a massive collection of laws 

and regulations, Lexis®China supports a one-stop search for Chinese-English bilingual legal content, tracks 

hot topics, emerging issues and updates in key legal areas, and provides multi-dimensional and in-depth 

legal commentary and analysis to help legal practitioners improve work efficiency and address difficult 

problems encountered in their practice.  

Lexis®China’s User Guide is designed to introduce users to the basic functions and main content of 

Lexis®China,  and to help new users quickly learn the search techniques for legal information to inform 

their decision-making. This User Guide is divided into three parts, including an introduction to the basic 

functions of Lexis®China, a user guide to Lexis®China (Base), and a user guide to LexisNexis® Legal 

Commentary. 
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1. Sign-in Authentication

1.1 Sign In

Enter your user name and password in the sign-in window on the homepage (shown below) to Sign In 

to Lexiscn.com ("LCN").

An alternative sign-in interface may be provided for higher security requirements. The two interfaces 

function in the same way. Please note that both your user name and your password are case-sensitive.

In "Safe Mode", the data will be encrypted while transmitting. If you have strict security requirements, 

this version of the interface is recommended.

Introduction to the Basic Functions of Lexis®China



 

1.2  Change Password
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Click the "Change Password" link under the "Sign In" Button to change your password.

When changing your password, please check that your username matches your email address. If so, 

please proceed to change your password by following the steps described on the page.

1.3  Forgot Password?

Clike the "Forgot Password" link under the "Sign In" Button to reset your password.
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When resetting your password, please check that your username matches your email address. If so, an 

email will be sent providing steps to reset your password.

You may apply① for a trial LCN account from either the home page or the “Sign in” page (shown below).

1.4 Trial Account Application
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Click the “Trial Account Application” button, fill in the relevant information and select the products 

you would like to trial (as shown below). LexisNexis customer service staff will contact you to follow up.

"Quick Search", also known as "Intelligent Search", is a good starting point if you are unsure of which 

keywords to use or if you are searching unfamiliar terminology. This function supports natural 

language searching. You can enter non-technical, conversational language (for example, " can injury 

from fights at work be identified as occupational injury? ") and the search engine will search in titles and 

full text documents after conducting semantic analysis.

2. Quick (Intelligent) Search

2.1 Overview



 

2.2 Functionality

2.3 Quick (Intelligent) Search on the Navigation Bar
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A single input box is provided for "Quick Search". The search engine will simultaneously search for your 

keywords in titles, full text documents and other available fields. The content type "Laws and 

Regulations" is the default subject matter. You may also choose from several other content types ① for 

your search. Accessibility options are available to help pinpoint the contents you are searching for.

A quick search box ① is provided at the upper-right corner of the navigation bar on each page 

(excluding the "Search" page and "Laws and Regulations" page). You can enter the keywords and select 

a content type here, or you can select "Search All" to search across the whole database.

1) Click on the three connector buttons ② to the right of the input box, ie. "AND|++|", "OR|--" and 

"NOT|!" to connect several keywords (please refer to “Use of Connectors” for details of their 

operation).

2) You can search for a specific keyword by adding double quotation marks (in either Chinese or 

English input modes) ③ before and after the target keyword (for more information, see "Accurate 

Search with Double Quotes").



 

3.2 Functionality
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3. Advanced (Accurate) Search

3.1 Overview

"Advanced Search", also known as "Accurate Search", provides you with more search options. For 

example, if you know the specific document number, or you know part of the name of the promulgator 

when searching for a regulation, you can use "Advanced Search" to pinpoint your target document 

quickly and accurately.

Different content types are shown on the left side of the "Advanced Search" Page. Click on a content 

type to bring up the detailed search page in the right pane ②. "Advanced Search" for laws and 

regulations provides more search filters (promulgator, document number etc) than the "Quick 

Search".
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3.3 Narrow Search (Laws and Regulations)

The "Narrow Search" feature, shown on the left side of the search results page, is provided to help you 

further refine your search results.

1) Narrow Search by Category ①: The "Category" list on the left displays all categories and 

sub-categories found within your search results. If you click on any of the categories, just the search 

results within that category will be displayed. 

2) Narrow Search by Jurisdictional Level ②: The "Jurisdictional Level" list, also on the left, shows all 

jurisdictional levels found within the search results. Clicking on any of these will display only the search 

results under that level.

3) Narrow Search by Effective Area ③: The "Effective Area" will filter your results in a similar way, this 

time by reference to the geographical area in which the document has effect.

If the advanced search brings up no results, you will be asked if you would like to conduct a quick search 

for the same terms and retrieve those results. Or you can click "Quick Search" (shown below) to submit 

a quick search for the same terms.
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For example, a search results page will be displayed if you input "individual income tax" in "Title" input 

box and submit the search. If you then select "Intellectual Property Rights" in the Category list, 

"Normative Documents" in the Jurisdiction Level list and "National" in Effective Area list, you will see 

the single search result that matches these categories. Alternatively, you can select any of the terms in 

the "Filter Search Terms" ④ area to continue the search.
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3.4 Further Search and Edit Search Terms for Laws and Regulations

You can conduct further searches or edit your search terms based on your initial search results. This 

includes the ability to add or delete search terms.
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4. Minimum Custom Search

4.1 Minimum Custom Search

The "Minimum Custom Search" contains several pre-set terms useful for searching laws and 

regulations.

If the pre-set terms don’t retrieve the results you need, you can switch to "Advanced Search" or 

further customize your search using the "Filter Terms" list. Click on the corresponding option in the 

drop-down list to customize your search terms in the "Minimum Custom Search" page. If you would 

like to remove the customized terms, you may reselect from the options in the drop-down list or click 

on the red "X" following the corresponding terms.

5. Use of Connectors

5.1 Overview

Search connectors may be used in both Quick Search and Advanced Search.

(1) You can use any of the AND/++, OR/-- or NOT/! buttons to connect the keywords in your search, or 

key in "AND" or "++", "OR" or "--", "NOT" or "!" to connect the keywords. For example, if you input 

"foreign investment AND/++ income tax", you will find results which contain both "foreign 

investment" and "income tax". Please note that one blank space (under DBC case) both before and 

after the connectors will automatically be added if you use the connector buttons; if you key in the 

connectors, you should input the extra blanks manually. Connectors such as AND, OR or NOT should 

be typed in upper case.

(2) You can also use a blank to connect several keywords. For example, if you input a blank between 

"foreign investment" and "income tax", which means the same as "foreign investment AND/++ income 

tax", you will find results which contain both "foreign investment" and "income tax".

(3) If you have several keywords, you can use the connectors for many times. For example, "foreign 

investment ++ income tax ++ enterprise". However, you cannot use different connectors to connect 

different keywords. For example, "foreign investment -- income tax ++ enterprise" is a wrong use.
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You can click on the corresponding buttons to add connectors in the input boxes.  "AND" or "++", "OR" 

or "--"and "NOT" or "!" 

5.2 Basic Use of Search Connectors

Select your search terms (a single term or a combination of terms), add them to the form according to 

the table below and start your search.

Search by a single term

Search for two terms

Search for either term

Search for a combination
of terms

Search by exclusive
terms

If you are searching for
contents relevant to
inheritance tax, enter 
“inheritance tax” in the
Content input box to
find all document with 
“inheritance tax” in the 
text.

If you are searching for
the contents relevant
to interest tax relevant
to foreigners, enter 
"foreign□++□interest" 
in the Content input box
to find all documents
which contain both 
“foreign” and “interest”. 
Click on the title to view
the full text.

Enter "foreign□--□
interest" in the Content
input box to find the
documents which 
contain either “foreign”
or “interest”.

If you are searching for
the content on income
tax relevant to foreigners,
you may enter “income
tax” in the Title input box
and “foreigner” in the 
Content input box. This
will locate documents
which contain “foreigner”
 somewhere in the text
and “income tax” in the
title.

Find documents
containing Term 1 but
excluding Term 2

Search for a specific
target word or phrase

Search for titles, 
contents, promulgating
dates, promulgators or
document numbers

Search for titles, 
contents, promulgating
dates, promulgators or
document numbers.

Accurate search for
target results

For refining search
results by excluding
known unwanted results

“Term 1□++□Term 2” 
or “Term 1□AND□
Term 2” or Term 1□
Term 2

"Term 1□--□Term 2" 
or "Term 1□OR□
Term 2"

Freely select and 
combine the terms

"Term 1□!□Term 2" 
or "Term 11□NOT□
Term 2"

Search Method Connectors Examples Applicable Scope
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6. User Center

6.1 Auto Search

Using "Auto Search", you can save search terms which you set using an advanced search. LCN will 

automatically search for new content matching these terms on a regular basis and send such contents 

to you via email.

6.2 My Favorites

“My Favorites” includes the search terms you have saved (My Searches), the documents you are 

interested in (My Documents) and a record of English translation you have ordered (My Translation 

Orders).

“My Searches”: include all the search terms which you have saved in course of advanced or quick 

searching, ie. the search terms which have saved by clicking “Save Search” on the advanced search 

results page or the quick search results page (shown below).

To save search terms from an advanced search, click "Auto Research Setup" towards the upper right 

of the advanced research results page (shown below).

You will be directed to the "Auto Search" interface in the "User Center". You can set up to 5 email 

addresses for each auto search. Updates can be sent via Auto Search Email on a daily basis.
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The search terms will be saved in the “My Searches” list under “My Favorites” in the User Center.

Three functions, including “Run”, “Edit” and “Auto Search Setup” are available in the “My Searches” 

page. Click on “Run" (shown below ①) to instantly run these search terms.

“My Documents” displays links to articles you have selected and saved. You can select and save 

articles displayed in your search results by using the check boxes and clicking the “Portfolio” button 

(shown below), or click the “Portfolio” button while viewing any particular article.

When saving documents, you can place them into selected folders or you can create a new folder and 

save your documents there.

Edit(shown below ②): Click on “Edit” to edit the recorded search terms for future searches. Please 

note that the search terms cannot be edited if they were saved via Quick Search.

“Auto Search Setup”
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“English Translation Order”: the recorded English translation order, which shows the date when you 

make the order for English translation, the completion of the translation, as well as other relevant 

information (as shown below).

6.3 History

The “History” tool automatically records your searches (Search Condition Record) and the articles you 

have viewed (Document Record).

6.4 Customized  Setup

“Customized Setup” offers several custom options. The functionality is only available for ID users (you 

cannot use it if your account is IP fixed).

Customize Sign-in Page: You can select the main menu in any navigation bar of any product as the first 

page to view after you sign in to LCN.

Customize Search: You can select the order of advanced searches of laws and regulations which you 

most frequently use in your daily work as the default order. You can also decide whether to display 

search records (up to 10 results) on the right side of the search page for laws and regulations.

“Search Condition Record”: Automatically records the latest 100 terms you have searched for. You 

can directly run these search terms or edit them in the “Searched Terms Record” page for a new search.

“Document Record”: Automatically records the latest 100 documents recently retrieved. You may 

click on the title of any document to view the full text.
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Subscribe E-newsletter: You may subscribe any of the LNC E-newsletters.

Alerts: You can use “Quick Alert Setup” to subscribe to updated information in certain categories, or 

use “Validity Alerts” to subscribe to alerts on changes in validity of laws and regulations.

Restore Defaults: Restore the original setup.

6.5 Usage Report

The “Usage Report” allows you to check your search records as well as those of all users in your 

enterprise, so you can clearly understand how your organisation relies on and derives benefits from 

LCN.

Overall Statistics: The usage reports illustrate the information usage of individual users within 

enterprise during the past year, with results listed by month in descending order. Reports include 

statistics as to which content the users have searched for, viewed, downloaded, printed and sent by 

email, displayed in the form of a diagram.
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Detailed Inquiry: You can check the usage reports for a single user within a specified period of time.

Data Analysis: This feature displays the most-used keywords and key areas for your enterprise within 

the last month. You can manipulate the data by user ID, time period and search method.

Statistics on Most-used Keywords: You can check the most-used keywords for your enterprise during 

the last month. Top 20 keywords and their corresponding search frequency will be displayed in 

sequence.
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Statistics on Hot Fields: You can check the ‘hot’ fields for your enterprise during the last month. The 

top 10 legal fields will be displayed in as dynamic pie charts. You can also check the usage statistics for 

sub-fields within each hot field.

Statistics on Usage of Document No.: You can check the top 20 laws, organized by official document 

number, which your enterprise has searched in the past month. The top 10 will be automatically 

displayed in chart form.
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Statistics on Usage by Promulgator: You can check statistics on usage of materials from the top 20 

promulgators for your enterprise during the last month. The top 10 promulgators will be displayed in 

the form of a chart.
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6.6 Validity Alerts

If you would like to receive an email reminder when the validity of any law or regulation changes, you 

can set up such a reminder using the following steps:

Option I:

Step 1: After landing on the Advanced Search page for laws and regulations, set up the desired search 

terms and click on “Validity Alerts”;

Step 2: The page will switch to the Validity Alerts page within the User Center. Select the desired types 

of validity (for example, “Effective”, “Expired”, “Revised” etc; multiple choices are available) and fill in 

the recipient’s email address. You can enter several email addresses: separate each with a semicolon 

when in English input mode.

Finally, click “Add E-mail Address” to finish setting up your Validity Alert. Now, when there is a change 

to the validity of any law or regulation within the terms and validity types that you have set up, the 

system will send you an email notification on this basis.

If you want to change the search terms in your validity alert, you can click the “Reset” button to reset 

the terms. You can also choose to “Delete” them, in which case your search terms will be expanded to 

cover all laws and regulations, meaning that you will receive validity alerts for all laws and regulations.

Option II:

Enter the User Center and navigate to Alerts > Validity Alerts. Here, the default scope is all laws and 

regulations. You can click on “Reset” to set up more refined search terms.
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Option III:

Click on “Validity Alerts” on the search results page. You can then record your search terms as a 

validity alert. When using this option you also need to complete the setup process by following Step 2 

of Option I, explained above.

6.7 Quick Alert Set Up

The “Quick Alert Set Up” feature is available for ID users and accessible via the User Center. You can 

use this to select legal areas or industries you are interested in and set up alerts on those. When there 

is any content update relating to those legal areas or industries, you will receive an email alert.
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7. Tips for Use of Laws and Regulations

7.1 Bilingual Display of Laws and Regulations

The “bilingual display of laws and regulations” feature allows you to view the Chinese and English 

versions of a law or regulation side by side and paragraph by paragraph.

Click the “Chinese-English” button on the search results page for laws and regulations to access the 

Chinese-English display page, or click the “Chinese-English” button when viewing a specific law or 

regulation.

You can download (PDF, DOC), print or email the Chinese-English version of any law or regulation.
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7.2 Selected Term Auto-Search

You can select words or phrases with your mouse when viewing a document in order to auto-search 

those terms. The system will search for the selected words or phrases across the whole database and 

return the five most relevant results (shown below). You can click on “More Results” to view all the 

search results.

Click directly on titles in the search results to view that content; or click on “More Results” to view all 

the search results.

To disable selected term auto-search:

1. Choose “Disable Selected Term Auto-Search” on the aforesaid page; or

2. Click on “Disable Selected Term Auto-Search” at the top of the page (shown below).
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To enable selected term auto-search:

Click on “Enable Selected Term Auto-Search” at the top of the page to re-enable the functionality.

8. Smart Toolbar

8.1 Smart Toolbar

Many of the most frequently used features are included in the smart toolbar at the top of all pages. 

These features include (from left to right): Home page, Back to the landing page, product list, 

Newsletter Center, My Services, switch between Chinese and English, Help and Sign out.
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Lexis®China (Base) User Guide

 

Enter user name and password 
to log in

Landing Page

Go to https://hk.lexiscn.com/ and enter user name and password to log in;

Click “Lexis China” on the landing page to access the homepage of Lexis China (Base).

1. Site Access

1.1 Site Access
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2. Content Types

2.1 Legal news

Homepage of Lexis China (Base)

Daily Chinese-English bilingual legal news written by LN China’s editorial team on selected important 

legislations or/and draft legislations released that day allows you to be quickly informed of the key 

content of those new legislations.
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2.2 Legislation

(1) Introduction 

Lexis China’s unique classification of legal subject areas allows you access to a collection of legislations 

in any of its 33 subject areas by just one click. Or you may make a search via the search box on the page 

or go to the “Search” page. 
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Parallel Chinese-English version

(2) Legislation in English

High-quality English translation of selected key legislations is provided by Lexis China’s translation 

team. You may click the “English Version” or “Chinese-English” link to access the English translation or 

parallel Chinese-English version of a legislation. 
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Click to download excel file

(3) Translation on demand

You may click “Request translation”(“我要翻译”) to enter your contact information and submit a 

translation request. 

(4) Deep processing & auxiliary functions

Comparison of old and new laws; Recommend.

Comparison of old and new laws: Article-by-article comparison of old and new versions of selected 

laws, administrative regulations or departmental rules with major revisions prepared by Lexis China’s 

editorial team to show the differences and highlight the changes between the two versions. 

Recommend: One-click access to articles or official interpretation relevant to a legislation (Note: The 

articles linked from “Recommend” may not be accessible in full text for non-subscribers of the 

“LexisNexis® Legal Commentary” module.)

Note: The word count of a requested translation will be first counted from your free translation word 

count quota if you have such a free quota, and then may need to be separately paid for when your free 

quota is used up.  
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2.3 Written judgements

2.4 Administrative Penalty

Selected judgement documents in civil, commercial and other law areas are presented in order of 

authority. You may view the guiding cases released by the Supreme People’s Court (a total of 112 cases 

by August 2019) by clicking on “Authority”, or may make a search by entering your keyword into the 

search bar on the page. 

Selected administrative penalty decisions are provided covering market regulation, regulation of 

market competition, financial regulation and other regulatory areas. You may make a search by 

entering your keyword into the search bar on the page, or may select under “Penalty Category” to view 

the administrative penalty decisions in any selected categories.
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2.5 Official Interpretation

(1) Official Q&A

Exclusive collection of official Q&A given by CSRC or finance-related associations. 

(2) Policy Interpretation

Collection of official policy interpretation given by Central government authorities.
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LexisNexis®  Legal Commentary User Guide

Click “Legal Commentary” on the landing page of Lexis China to access the Legal Commentary page.

1. Site Access

1.1 Site Access
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2.  Search

2.1 Search

Legal Commentary emphasizes search, which is designed to accommodate customers’ search habits 

and can be accessed in multiple ways. 

Find “Search” on the top navigation bar and click “Simple Search” on the dropdown menu to access the 

Simple Search page. You may check/uncheck content type options as needed.

A search box on the top right: you may search across all categories or choose a category to search.
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Click “Advanced Search” on the dropdown menu of “Search” on the top navigation bar to access the 

Advanced Search page, where you may conduct more precise search based on certain known 

information. Note that the types of metadata provided under Advanced Search may vary between 

different content types.

Narrow down search results: use the search box on the top right corner of the results page to search 

within the results.
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3.  Information Browsing

3.1 Browsing

Legal Commentary emphasizes ease of browsing so that users can be informed of updates quickly and 

can access target content quickly.

All important updates are basically shown on one page of the front page to allow users to have a very 

quick view of the latest and key updates.

Access the list page of a target content type directly via menu on the top navigation bar.
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The top navigation bar hovers over content on all pages to allow users to quickly switch paths.

On any list page, users may define the time range of the content as needed, by using the timeline slider 

on the upper left sidebar.

On any list page, users may define the scope of the content as needed, by selecting the “Subject” or/and 

“Industry” options on the lower left sidebar.
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4. Personal Settings

4.1 Subscribe Newsletter

On any list page, users may select here to view the content by sorting it by date or relevance or/and by 

title only or title & summary. 

Users of Legal Commentary may subscribe to any content of their interest via the “Newsletter” box on 

the upper right side of the front page.
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5. Access to Special Content Types

5.1 Insights

Users may also access personal setup under “User Center” on the top navigation bar. For specific 

functions and settings, you may go to “My Services” on the Lexis China header on each page, click 

“Help” on the dropdown menu, and find instructions under the heading “User Center”.

Users of Legal Commentary have access to “Insights” and “Report”, two content types with unique 

display and functions.

Insights: Users may access the “Insights” page via the dropdown menu under “Commentary” on the top 

navigation bar. Click a title to access the page of that document. A “Catalogue” sidebar is shown on the 

left of the document page, which can be hidden by clicking on the vertical “Table of Content” button. 
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5.2 Report

The “Catalogue” lists main headings of the document to enable users to navigate directly to the parts 

they are interested in. When the “Catalogue” sidebar is hidden, another sidebar will appear on the right 

of the page listing citations of laws and references. 

Access the “Report” page via the “Commentary” dropdown menu on the top navigation bar. Click a title 

to access the page of that report. The page of a specific report is composed of three parts: an image of 

the report’s front cover, a summary of the report, and a button at the bottom to read the full text.
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You may click “Read Article” to access the full text in PDF format.
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